ThevoTwist · EASyS · EASyS Modular · Swifty
Therapietisch, transparent
Montageanleitung Zubehör

Tray, transparent
Assembly instructions – Accessory

Tablette de thérapie, transparente
Notice de montage – Accessoires

Bandeja terapéutica, transparente
Instrucciones de montaje – Accesorios

Vassoio, trasparente
Istruzioni di montaggio – Accessori

Werkblad, transparant
Montage handleiding – Accessoires

Bord, transparent
Monteringsanvisning – Tilbehør

Bord, transparent
Monteringsanvisning – Tillbehör

Terapibord, gennemsigtigt
Montage-vejledning – Tilbehør

Stół terapeutyczny, przezroczysty
Instrukcja montażu – Osprzęt
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Tray, transparent (ThevoTwist + EASyS + EASyS Modular)
size 1, Item code: 6628

size 2, Item code: 6728

Tray, transparent (Swifty)

Item code: 6822

Mounting advice
Please mount the tray on a soft and clean surface to avoid that the tray plate gets scratched.
Care instructions
Clean the tray with a soft cloth to avoid scratches. When storing the tray, make sure that it
cannot fall down to avoid scratches and cracks in the material.
1. Preparing the reception tubes
The reception tubes must be prepared before the tray is mounted: Remove the two plastic caps
on the top and the side (a), and screw in the locking pins (b).
2. Mounting the framework
Mount the framework to the seat unit by putting the L shaped metal tubes into the reception
tubes. Please make sure that the welded metal plates are situated on the outside of the L
shaped metal tube. The L shaped metal tubes are adjustable in four (Swifty: three) different
heights by using the locking pins on the rear of the reception tubes.
3. Mounting the cross brace
Now mount the cross brace between the L shaped metal tubes. The holes are on the front of
the metal plate (a). Afterwards cover the nuts with the plastic caps. Now, put a plastic disc
onto the rear metal plate, both left and right. Make sure the corrugated side points outwards
(Swifty: inwards) (b).
4. Mounting the tray
Now turn the tray upside down and fix the metal brackets into the grooves on the left and
right side using two screws and washers on each side. Make sure that the metal plates face
outwards. Afterwards put the plastic disk onto the metal plate on both sides. Make sure that
the corrugated side points inwards (Swifty: outwards).
5. Mounting the tray to the framework
Now you can mount the tray to the framework. Bolt the plastic disks together on the left and
the right with the riffles facing towards each other. Put the screw from the inside through both
plastic disks and screw them tight with the washer and the nut. Now your tray is correctly
mounted.
Adjusting possibilities:




 
  

 

choose between four (Swifty: three) different heights.




  
 
tilt the tray in 15° steps.




 
  
it forwards or rearwards.

















 

































 



 
 
 
 


   

both white binder screws on the rear part of the tray plate. Now lift up the upper plate
carefully (risk of breakage) by max. 3 cm / 1.2" and slide in the pictures or mirror foil. Now
fix the plates with the screws again.
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